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QINGDAO EMPIRE-PROFESSIONAL LIVESTOCK SLAUGHTERING HOUSE & MEAT DEEP PROCESSING SOLUTIONS               

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
Machine Name Livestock Carcass Automatic Cleaning Machine 

Model QE-C222 QE-S112 QE-P109-I QE-P109-II 

 

Origin China Max Capacity 300-400Carcass/H 
Design Principle  Electric Controlling 

Characteristic 

Which mainly used to cleaning cattle, sheep/goat and pig 
carcass and instead of manual to improve production, the 
automatic cleaning will removed most of dirty on the surface 
of carcass and avoid carcass infection in further processing 
procedure, and improving the out looking of livestock carcass 

Operation 
Instruction 

 The machine will be installation under automatic 
conveying rail and fixed with expansion bolt on ground, 
then open all electric connection and water pipe 
connection then switch on electric and open water for 
trailing, the trailing period will continue for half hour for 
safe guarantee 

 The machine successful finished trailing then switch all 
electric systems and water systems, the livestock 
carcass will pass through over head convey rail moving, 
and the cleaning rubber sticks will moving by motor 
driving axis 

Maintain 
Instruction 

 The user must check all electric and water supply 
systems before and after shift working for safe 
guarantee  

 The user have to check the machine was officially 
opened to check the motor , reducer bearing and so on 

 The user have to cleaning everything point of machine 
when finished per shift working 

 The cleaning rubber stick should be check everyday 
when finished shift working and replace the broken 
rubber stick to keep working effective  

Characteristic  High Production  Simple Structure  Easy Operation  

Electrical  
Voltage (V) Frequency (HZ) Power(KW) 

380/220 50-60 2.25 

Consumption  
Water(L/H) Compressed Air(L/M) Steam(kg/h) 

2000   

Out-Size And Weight 
L(mm) W(mm) H(mm) weight(kg) 
2400 1800 2130 About 1500Kg 

Material Stainless Steel  Hot Galvanized Steel Rubber Stick 
Components Driving Systems Rubber Stick Axis Mainly Frame Water System 

Remark 
Rotating Axis Situation Temp 

3Sets -25~40Degs 


